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DanCer inSiDe LonDon exhibition

DanCer inSiDe LonDon is a photography exhibition opening on June 18th at the 

russian institute of Culture (representative office of roSSoTrUDniCheSTVo in the 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and northern ireland), 37 Kensington high Street. 

The exhibition is focused on the relationship between dancers and architectural con-

texts and follows the thread of previous editions hosted in various european capitals 

and in russia.

There is a special relationship between this photographic project and the russian com-

munity, notoriously passionate about the world of dance.

The project was mainly developed in Saint-Petersburg and its works shown in two 

important exhibitions of 2011 and 2012. its protagonists, a large number of russian 

ballerinas, were presented in their most elegant poses all over the world.

interestingly, DanCer inSiDe LonDon is the first event ever held in the russian institute of London by a non-russian and non-British artist. 

The same happened in march 2012, when DanCer inSiDe was presented at the russian institute of Culture in rome as a first of a non-

russian artist. Therefore, the event celebrates my special relationship with russia in an international context.

at the same time, the artist made several photoshootings with dancers inside th italian institute of Culture in London (which is supporting 

the project, as several other italian institutes of Culture in europe and russia), building a strong link between the two institutions.

The London exhibition is supported by several international public institutions, such as the italian institute of Culture in London, mediscena 

europa, ministero per i Beni e le attività Culturali, accademia nazionale di Danza, Staatlische Ballettschule Berlin and Casa dell’architettura 

di roma.
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DanCer inSiDe
  

The project “DanCer inSiDe” represents my personal work and contains images of dancers from different 

countries,  companies and academies, taken over several years (from 2007) during rehearsals and classes, 

backstage, outdoor locations focused in architectural and historical contexts. 

i am an architect based in rome italy (born in 1959) involved in photography since my very early age, fol-

lowing my father on location shoots. Soon after i started to shoot myself during my frequent journeys around 

the world, developing photos in my little dark room in my basement. Since then, the way images magically 

appear on the white sheets it is something i find absolutely fascinating. Lately i came back to photography 

exploring the digital world and improving my technical skills, concentrating my attention on the use of ligh-

ting, which i consider one of the most creative aspects of photography. Under this regard it has been very 

helpful a course taken in rome at the Scuola romana di Fotografia. in this occasion i developed this work focused on the world of dance. 

This subject has attracted me ever since. now at last i decided to dedicate a web site to this theme to share my work with everyone interested in dance. 

even though movement is considered to be the essence of dance, what i find most interesting are the “static “ angles and lines of the dancers i shoot. 

i see them very close to architectonic details and lines. i also pay attention to the graphic and perspective elements, not just for the background but 

also for the main subject. my interest is focused on getting close to the dancer as “a person”, capturing the hard work at the barre, the sweat, the 

expression of exausted eyes, exploting lines and details during the exercise and the moment of relax. in short i am much more interested to the daily 

training of a dancer rather than the performance on stage. Usually i like to position my subjects on a side rather than in the center of the frame, giving 

great importance to the background even when it is just abstract; i also instinctively put the subject on a tilting horizon which offers more options to 

look at the scene. Then there is the compositional side, twinned with architecture, which leads the dancer to fit in structural and architectural contexts 

(stairs, buildings, abandoned structures, etc..) That represent the elements of contrast and harmony at the same time and fit in a landscape identifier 

of the place. one of the tools of this compositional work is the widespread use of wide angle lenses, which give a strong deformation of the subject 

and the background, standing out hands, feet, architectural details, sometimes up to tilt angles and lose visual orientation. Vertical and horizontal 

lines blur and the horizons are rotated according to criteria absolutely instinctive.

This is another element that generates my photographs, the pure instinct of composition, where a photograph can be read either horizontally or 

vertically, according to the subjective views of the beholder and not dictated by the technical knowledge of dance. its important to stress this instinct 

that guides me in the interpretation of the lines generated by a dancer, although not peculiar notions about dance and its history.

i have been photographing dancers around europe (mostly in madrid, London, rome, Berlin, Paris, Florence, milan, etc.), United States (new York, 

albany) and russian Federation (Saint-Petersburg). 

Photo by SinBozkurt©
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The project  DanCer inSiDe was shown in several exhibitions:  

1.  roma, Galleria La Pigna, Palazzo del Vicariato (in center of roma but inside the Vatican State).

 Personal exibition -  January 24th 2011 to february 2nd 2011;

2.  madrid, estay, Calle hermosillo 14 (barrio Salamanca).

 Personal exibition - January 31st 2011 to february 19th 2011; 

3.  roma, Galleria La Pigna, Palazzo del Vicariato.

 Collective exhibition for the calendar of iTaLia-rUSSia events 2011 - February 5th 2011 to 20th 2011;  

4.  Saint-Petersburg, nonconformist art Center PUShKinSKaYa-10.

 Personal exhibition - July 2nd 2011 to august 31st 2011; this exhibition was supported from The italian institute of Culture in Saint-Petersburg; 

5.  moscow, restaurant isola Pinocchio and hotel radisson.

 Personal exhibition - october 13th to 30th 2011; 

6.  roma, “Torretta Valadier”, an historical site in the oldest bridge of roma (roman bridge), managed from municipality.

 Personal exhibition - november 28th 2011 to november 23rd 2011; 

7.  roma, Centro russo di Scienza e Cultura (Palazzo Santacroce XVi° century), Piazza Benedetto Cairoli n°6.

 Personal exhibition – march 2nd to 7th 2012;

8.   Tel aviv, Gallery floor of azrieli Center.

 Collective exhibition “The Swan Lake Project”- may 1st 2012 till June 8th;

9.  roma, Galleria La Pigna, Palazzo del Vicariato (Vatican State).

 Collective exhibition “ Foto-Grafica-mente” of  “Gruppo Fotografi Creativi della Galleria La Pigna” – may 2 to 12, 2012; 

10. roma, rome marriott Grand hotel Flora Via Vittorio Veneto, 191.

  Personal exhibition “recycle for art” - June 13th 2012; 

11. Berlin, Franzosischer Dom (Gendarmenmarkt).

 Personal exhibition from august 22nd for approx. 6 months; this exhibition is supported from the italian institute of Colture in Berlin; 

12. London, russian institute of Culture (representative office of rossotrudnichestvo).

 Personal exhibition DanCer inSiDe LonDon from June 18th to 23rd 2013.

 This exhibition is endorsed by the italian institute of Culture in London;
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UPCominG eXhiBiTionS

13. rome, acquario romano (Casa dell’architettura). 

 Personal exhibition DanCer inSiDe arChiTeCTUre 16th to 27th September 2013;

14. Paris, Carrousel du Louvre, 99 rue de rivoli, 75001 Paris. 

 Collective exhibition Salon internationale d’art Contemporaine from 25th to

 29th october 2013.

 This exhibition is endorsed by the italian institute of Culture in Paris;

15. Wien, russian institute of Culture (russischeskulturinsitut Wien).

 Personal exhibition DanCer inSiDe Wien, november 2013;

PhoToGraPhiC WorKS

 Staatlische Ballettschule Berlin 2011-2013;

 accademia nazionale di Danza, rome 2011-2013; in progress

 Fashior recycle for art, rome 2012;

 Scuola di Ballo accademia Teatro alla Scala, milano 2012-2013; in progress

.

...



8 miLano - Scuola di Ballo accademia Teatro alla Scala     (amanda, albania)



9 BerLin - Deutsche oper Theatre     (Yana, russia) Staatsballett Berlin, soloist 



10 roma e.U.r. - museo della Civiltà romana     (Greta, italy)



11 neW YorK - roof terrace in Tribeca     (Violeta, Bulgaria) Suzanne Farrell Ballet



12 LonDon - italian Cultural institute     (elsa, France) The royal Ballet



13 LonDon - italian Cultural institute     (elsa, France) The royal Ballet



14 LonDon - Freed of London factory     (anais, France) english national Ballet, first soloist



15 LonDon - Freed of London factory     (anais, France) english national Ballet, first soloist



16 LonDon - Camden Town market, Corner Stone     (arianna, italy) Vienna Festival Ballet



17 LonDon - italian Cultural institute     (arianna, italy) Vienna Festival Ballet



18 roma - acquario romano, Casa dell’architettura     (ekaterina, russia) World Champion Latin-american Dance



19 PariS - Galerie Vivienne     (elisa, Spain) Ballet de Lorraine



20 LonDon - Freed of London factory     (Simona, italy) Peter Schaufuss Balletten 



21 LonDon - Freed of London factory     (Simona, italy) Peter Schaufuss Balletten 



22 LonDon - italian Cultural institute     (adeline, France) english Youth Ballet, principal



23 LonDon - italian Cultural institute     (adeline, France) english Youth Ballet, principal



24 LonDon - Danceworks     (Jane, USa) 40th Week. Philadelphia Ballet School



25 BerLin - Studio shoot     (elena, russia, 31st week) Staatsballett Berlin, soloist



26 BerLin - reichstag Dome     (anastasia, russia) Staatsballett Berlin



27 BerLin - Franzosischer Dom     (Kathlyn, UK) Staatsballett Berlin



28 LonDon - italian Cultural institute     (Caroline, Usa)



29 neW YorK - LoFT in Soho, FireSTairS     (Kara, USa) eugene Ballet



30 roma - e.U.r.     (Djassi-USa)  momix



31 maDriD - Caixa Forum museum     (estela, Spain) Ballet nacional de españa, Taller



32 rome - russian Cultural Centre     (Flaminia, italy)



33 SainT-PeTerSBUrG - Lomonosorsky most     (arina, russia) mariinski Theatre



34 SainT-PeTerSBUrG - hermitage Winter Palace     (alla, russia) mikhailovsky Theatre



35 BerLin - Studio shoot in Kulturbrauerei     (Yana, russia) Staatsballett Berlin, soloist



36 maDriD - enSaYo en La ChoPera     (miguel angel y elena, Spain) Ballet nacional de espana, principals



37 roma - Studio shoot     (Flaminia, italy) academie de Dance Princesse Grace
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ParTnerS

SPeCiaL ThanKS: arianna Wills
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